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The human genome is segmented into topologically associating domains (TADs), but the role of this conserved
organization during transient changes in gene expression is not known. Here we describe the distribution of
progestin-induced chromatin modifications and changes in transcriptional activity over TADs in T47D breast
cancer cells. Using ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation combined with high-throughput sequencing), Hi-C
(chromosome capture followed by high-throughput sequencing), and three-dimensional (3D) modeling techniques,
we found that the borders of the ~2000 TADs in these cells are largely maintained after hormone treatment and
that up to 20% of the TADs could be considered as discrete regulatory units where the majority of the genes are
either transcriptionally activated or repressed in a coordinated fashion. The epigenetic signatures of the TADs are
homogeneously modified by hormones in correlation with the transcriptional changes. Hormone-induced changes
in gene activity and chromatin remodeling are accompanied by differential structural changes for activated and
repressed TADs, as reflected by specific and opposite changes in the strength of intra-TAD interactions within
responsive TADs. Indeed, 3D modeling of the Hi-C data suggested that the structure of TADs was modified upon
treatment. The differential responses of TADs to progestins and estrogens suggest that TADs could function as
‘‘regulons’’ to enable spatially proximal genes to be coordinately transcribed in response to hormones.
[Keywords: three-dimensional structure of the genome; gene expression; Hi-C; TADs; transcriptional regulation;
epigenetic landscape; progesterone receptor]
Supplemental material is available for this article.
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The three-dimensional (3D) organization of the genome
within the cell nucleus is nonrandom and might contribute to cell-specific gene expression. High-throughput
chromosome conformation capture (3C)-derived (Dekker
et al. 2002) methods have revealed that chromosome
territories are organized in at least two chromatin compartments—one open and one closed—that tend to be
spatially segregated depending on their transcriptional
activity (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009). At a finer level of
organization, some functionally related genes have been
shown to be brought close in space to be transcribed in
a correlated fashion during cell differentiation. These
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genes, which can be located on different chromosomes,
are organized in spatial clusters and preferentially transcribed in the same ‘‘factories’’ (Osborne et al. 2004, 2007;
Cavalli 2007). Whether such mechanisms participate in
transient modifications of the transcription rate in differentiated cells responding to external cues is still unclear
(Fullwood et al. 2009; Kocanova et al. 2010; Hakim et al.
2011). Transient regulation of gene expression at the transcription level depends on the establishment of regulatory
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loops between regulatory enhancers and the promoter of
responsive genes. Recent studies have demonstrated that
these networks of interactions and the precise molecular
mechanisms were more complex than initially thought
(Shen et al. 2012; Thurman et al. 2012). Notably, a recent
study showed that TNF-responsive gene promoters are
unexpectedly found juxtaposed to TNF-responsive regulatory elements prior to stimulation, supporting the importance of the 3D chromatin landscape in cell-specific gene
regulation (Jin et al. 2013).
Recently, an intermediate level of partitioning of the
chromosomes in so-called topologically associating domains (TADs) has been revealed (Dixon et al. 2012; Hou
et al. 2012; Nora et al. 2012; Sexton et al. 2012). Changes
in the levels of expression of genes appeared to be correlated within TADs during cell differentiation (Nora et al.
2012), potentially by topologically constraining enhancer
or silencer activity (Symmons et al. 2014). However,
whether the spatial structure of TADs plays a role in
regulating the transient response to external signals in
terminally differentiated cells remains mainly hypothetical (Nora et al. 2013). We addressed this issue using the
T47D cell line—a progesterone receptor (PR)-positive and
estrogen receptor (ER)-positive breast cancer cell line
(Truss et al. 1995)—that responds to steroids with transient changes in gene expression. We studied the relationship between hormone-regulated changes in transcription,
chromatin structure, epigenetic marks, and the 3D structure of TADs. We know that the progestin (Pg)-activated
PR cross-talks with kinase signaling networks to modify
chromatin and regulate the transcription rate of thousands of target genes by either activation or repression
(Migliaccio et al. 1998; Vicent et al. 2006, 2011; Wright
et al. 2012). Using RNA-seq (RNA sequencing), ChIP-seq
(chromatin immunoprecipitation combined with highthroughput sequencing), Hi-C (chromosome capture followed by high-throughput sequencing), and 3D modeling,
we confirmed that the T47D genome is organized into
;2000 TADs whose borders are largely stable upon
hormone treatment. Around 20% of TADs showed a general biased transcriptional response to Pg and/or estradiol
(E2), with topological segregation of hormone-induced
stimulation and repression of gene expression. Moreover,
Pg treatment induced large-scale modifications of TAD
chromatin structure, which correlated with changes in
spatial organization within the responsive TADs. Integrative 3D modeling indeed suggested that responsive
TADs were specifically structurally modified upon treatment. Such structural changes were correlated with
differential changes in chromatin and gene expression,
suggesting a link between the structure of TADs and their
activity. Altogether, our results generalize the proposed
hypothesis of TADs functioning as ‘‘regulons’’ for transcription (Nora et al. 2012).
Results
Characterization of TADs in T47D cells
To test whether the spatial organization of the genome
into TADs is important for the response of T47D breast
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cancer cells to Pg, we generated Hi-C libraries of cells
synchronized in G0/G1 and treated or not with Pg for
60 min, when most of the Pg-induced chromatin modifications that we described previously already occurred
(Vicent et al. 2008; Wright et al. 2012; Ballare et al. 2013).
In order to minimize artifacts linked to the biased
genomic distribution of restriction enzymes (Yaffe and
Tanay 2011; Imakaev et al. 2012), we generated biological
replicates of Pg treatment using, independently, HindIII
and NcoI (giving a total of 174,278,292 and 169,171,077
pairs of interacting fragments, respectively, for Pg and
+Pg cells, respectively) (see the Supplemental Material;
Supplemental Table 1). Contact matrices at various scales
showed that despite the chromosomal rearrangements in
the T47D cell line (Supplemental Fig. 1A), the genome
conserves the general principles of organization described
for other cell types—notably the segmentation of chromosomes into TADs (Fig. 1A). The contact maps obtained
with HindIII and NcoI yielded similar TAD borders
(Fig. 1A). These data sets were therefore pooled to robustly
define the position of TADs using a novel algorithm based
on a change point detection approach (see Supplemental
Material; Supplemental Fig. 1B). By testing different
resolutions, we achieved the most robust identification
of TAD boundaries at 100 kb, at which we identified
2031 TADs with a median size of ;1 Mb (Supplemental
Fig. 1C,D). These were organized as described in other
cell types (Dixon et al. 2012; Hou et al. 2012; Nora et al.
2012; Sexton et al. 2012), with enrichment of genes and
active epigenetic marks near their borders (Supplemental
Fig. 2A–C). Despite this enrichment, in median, we
observed that genes were located at >200 kb from the
TAD borders (Supplemental Fig. 2D).
To investigate the chromatin states of the identified
TADs, we analyzed various ChIP-seq experiments performed in this cell line under similar conditions of
culture and treatment (Fig. 1B; Supplemental Table 2).
We found that histone marks were frequently spread over
entire TADs, which suggested that TAD borders delimit
large chromatin blocks (Fig. 1B). Epigenetic marks were
more homogeneous within than between TADs, and the
transitions between high and low levels of the analyzed
epigenetic marks occurred preferentially at the borders
(Fig. 1B; Supplemental Fig. 3A), suggesting that TAD
boundaries can act as a barrier between epigenetic states
and that TADs harbor specific epigenetic signatures. To
confirm this hypothesis, we calculated pairwise the
correlations between the profiles of the combinations of
epigenetic marks presented for 100-kb windows. Correlations were higher within TADs than either between
TADs or within random genomic domains of similar size
obtained by either shifting or inverting the TAD borders
from telomeres to centromeres on each chromosomal
arm (‘‘same random genomic domains’’) (Fig. 1C,D). We
thus used the correlation matrices generated above to
delimit epigenetic domains according to the combinations
of epigenetic marks (see the Supplemental Material; Supplemental Fig. 3B). The borders of such domains overlapped
more frequently with the TAD borders than with random
segmentations of the genome (Supplemental Fig. 3B),
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Figure 1. Topological chromatin landscapes defined in T47D cells. (A) Hi-C contact matrices of the chromosome 18 obtained using
HindIII or NcoI. Both restriction enzymes resulted in detection of similar TAD borders (dashed lines on the rotated magnification).
(B) Log2-normalized ChIP-seq/input ratio obtained with antibodies against the indicated epigenetic marks over windows of 100 kb on
a 30-Mb region of the chromosome 2. (C) Distributions of pairwise correlation coefficients of chromatin profiles between 100-kb
chromosomal fractions located within the same TAD, within consecutive or randomly picked TADs (inter-TADs), or in a similar
randomly defined domain for the region depicted in B (see the Supplemental Material). (***) P < 0.001; Mann-Whitney test. (D) Similar
analysis was performed genome-wide, and the results were compared with 5000 randomizations of TAD borders (see the Supplemental
Material). The histogram shows the distribution of genome-wide averages of the calculated correlation coefficients. The red bar (0.536)
corresponds to the average correlation coefficients calculated for the real positions of the borders (P < 0.002).

supporting the concept of topological segregation of regions of the genome with distinct chromatin signatures.
Together, these observations indicate that the TAD borders that we defined in T47D delimit epigenetic domains
and that transitions between domains of different states
occur preferentially at the boundaries between TADs,
which confirms previous studies (Dixon et al. 2012; Hou
et al. 2012; Nora et al. 2012; Sexton et al. 2012).
TADs respond as units to the hormone
We observed that ;80% of TAD borders detected without
Pg treatment remained similarly positioned after Pg stimulation (the other 12% of the borders were found shifted by
only 100 kb) (Fig. 2A). TADs that showed nonconserved
borders did not show any specificity regarding their response to the hormone, suggesting that those changes
were not linked to the treatment but rather corresponded
to stochastic or technical variability. Thus, the T47D
genome is organized in TADs that do not significantly
change boundaries in response to Pg.
We previously showed that gene regulation by Pg involves a complex interaction of hormone receptors with
kinase signaling pathways and chromatin remodeling

enzymes to modulate the transcriptional output (Vicent
et al. 2008; Wright et al. 2012). Here, we observed that the
Pg-induced modifications of chromatin marks could occur
over large genomic domains (Fig. 2B). Although these
modifications of chromatin states could spread over consecutive TADs or be more local within TADs (Fig. 2B), the
transitions between divergent chromatin changes occurred
more frequently at the TAD borders (Fig. 2B; Supplemental
Fig. 3C). Importantly, the combinations of Pg-induced
changes were more homogeneous within TADs than either
between TADs or within random genomic domains of
similar size (Fig. 2C,D; Supplemental Fig. 3D), indicating
that differential Pg-induced changes in chromatin mark
levels are restrained within some TADs. Overall, our
results indicate that TADs could act as epigenetic domains,
the chromatin of which can be coordinately modified in
response to external cues.
The observations above suggested that TADs could
topologically constrain transient Pg-induced changes in
gene expression. To explore this hypothesis, we performed
RNA-seq experiments in T47D treated or not with Pg for
6 h (Supplemental Table 3). We observed that a limited but
significant number of TADs have the majority of their genes
either activated or repressed by the hormone (examples
GENES & DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 2. TAD chromatin and activity are coordinately modified upon hormone stimulation. (A) Chromatin interaction maps of
a 10-Mb region of the chromosome 18 before ( Pg) and after (+Pg) 1 h of Pg treatment (determined TAD borders are depicted by the
horizontal dashed lines). (B) Log2 ratio of normalized ChIP-seq signals +Pg/ Pg treatment over a 30-Mb region of the chromosome
2. (C) Distributions of pairwise correlation coefficients of Pg-induced chromatin profile changes between 100-kb chromosomal fractions
located within the same TAD, within consecutive or randomly picked TADs (inter-TADs), or in a similar randomly defined genomic
domain (GD) for the region depicted in B (see the Supplemental Material). (***) P < 0.001; Mann-Whitney test. (D) Similar analysis was
performed genome-wide, and the results were compared with 5000 randomizations of TAD borders (see the Supplemental Material).
The histogram shows the distribution of genome-wide averages of the calculated correlation coefficients. The red bar (0.466)
corresponds to the average correlation coefficients calculated for the real positions of the borders (P < 0.002). (E) Examples of TADs with
biased coordinated response to hormone—either activation (TAD 469, Chr.4: 6,600,000–7,100,000) (left) or repression (TAD 821, Chr.6:
151,700,000–152,700,000) (right). (Top panels) Expression levels (reads per kilobase per million mapped reads [RPKM]) of all consecutive
protein-coding genes within those TADs as determined by RNA-seq (average 6 standard error of the mean) before ( Pg) or after (+Pg)
6 h of treatment with Pg. The bottom panels show the log2 ratio (+Pg/ Pg) of expression of the individual genes obtained after 6 h of
treatment with Pg. (*) P-value < 0.05; FDR < 0.01. (F, top panel) Ratio of observed versus expected frequencies of TADs with distinct
proportions of genes with positive or negative Pg-induced FC; FC > 1 or FC < 1. (Bottom panel) Histogram of the frequencies of TADs for
the observed (gray) or randomized (purple) position of genes. (G) Scatter plot showing the correlation between Pg-induced changes of
expression of the pool of protein-coding versus non-protein-coding reads per TAD (R = 0.488; P < 0.001).

are shown in Fig. 2E). Furthermore, in addition to the
thousands of genes significantly regulated by Pg (P-value <
0.05, false discovery rate [FDR] < 0.01, threshold = 1.5),
2154
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we observed a nonrandom distribution of divergent Pginduced modifications of gene expression through the
genome, with stretches of genes whose expression either
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slightly increases or decreases upon treatment. To determine whether it reflected coordinated changes of
expression within TADs, we calculated the percentage
of genes per TAD with a positive or negative fold change
(FC) after Pg treatment. In this analysis, 410 TADs with
four or more genes (i.e., 20% of all TADs) were found to
harbor at least 75% of their genes changing expression in
a similar direction upon hormone (Fig. 2F), representing
a significant enrichment compared with the expected
frequencies obtained after robust randomizations of the
gene positions that conserved an equivalent basal level of
gene expression for each TAD (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 2F; see
Supplemental Material). In addition, independent analysis of the Pg-induced changes in RNA-seq reads for
protein-coding and non-protein-coding regions located
within the same TAD revealed that their changes of
expression were significantly correlated (Pearson R = 0.48;
P < 0.001) (Fig. 2G; see the Supplemental Material;
Supplemental Fig. 4A,B). Together, those results indicate
that genes with an opposite response to Pg tend to be
segregated in distinct TADs and that some TADs can be
affected by either a global repression or stimulation of the
expression of the genes that they contain.
To characterize, in a nonbiased way, TADs according to
their activation or repression by Pg, we ranked TADs
containing more than three protein-coding genes according to their global Pg-induced changes of expression
(using the average +Pg/ Pg ratio of the sum of normalized
reads per TAD) (see Supplemental Fig. 5A; Supplemental
Material) and studied the 100 top and bottom TADs
(further mentioned as Pg-activated or Pg-repressed TADs,
respectively). We compared them with the remaining
TADs, referred to by default as ‘‘other TADs,’’ although
they include some TADs presenting a biased response to
hormones to a lower extent than the top ones (Fig. 3A).
Due to the time required for transcript accumulation or
degradation, few genes could be found modified significantly by Pg after only 1 h of treatment (Supplemental
Fig. 5B). Nevertheless, coherent activity changes were already observed after 1 h of Pg treatment within the activated
and repressed TADs (Supplemental Fig. 5C). Activated
and repressed TADs contain ;15% of the significantly
up-regulated and down-regulated genes, respectively, although they only carry ;5% of all genes. On average,
significantly up-regulated genes represented 32% of the
genes within activated TADs. Conversely, down-regulated
genes represented 18% of the genes within repressed
TADs, while, in nonresponsive TADs, up-regulated and
down-regulated genes represent 10% and 6% of the genes,
respectively. In these top and bottom TADs, the expression
levels of most protein-coding genes (;70%) were modified
according to the global TAD response (Fig. 3B), supporting
the hypothesis of coordinated response. These changes
were irrespective of the basal expression levels of genes
within activated or repressed TADs (Supplemental Fig. 5D),
although responsive TADs showed a lower gene density
(Supplemental Fig. 5E). More generally, significantly upregulated and down-regulated genes were found enriched in
TADs in which the global response to hormone was biased
toward activation or repression, respectively: Twenty-three

percent of the significant Pg-up-regulated genes were found
in TADs in which >75% of the genes were affected positively
by the hormone; conversely, 20% of the down-regulated
genes were located within TADs biased toward repression. This confirms that some TADs classified as others
are also biased in their response to hormone. Around 45%
of TADs classified as activated and repressed showed at
least 75% of their protein-coding genes with signs of
Pg-induced changes coherent with the response at the
TAD scale (Fig. 3C). In addition, the transcribed noncoding regions responded to Pg in the same direction as
the protein-coding genes (Fig. 3D), suggesting that a global
coordinated response of genes within responsive TADs is
a relatively frequent event.
We next tested the TAD response to a different steroid
hormone; namely, E2. In T47D cells, although fewer genes
responded significantly to E2 than to Pg (Supplemental Fig.
5B), the response was not random throughout the genome.
We selected the 100 TADs maximally activated or repressed by E2 and analyzed their overlap with the Pgresponsive ones. Most of the TADs showed a differential
response to the two hormones (Fig. 3E). Only 17 of the Pgactivated TADs showed activation upon E2, and 38 TADs
were repressed by both hormones (Fig. 3E; Supplemental
Fig. 5F; for examples, see Supplemental Fig. 6A–C), while
18 TADs showed an opposite response to the two hormones (Fig. 3E, F). These results confirm that some TADs
respond as a unit to external stimuli and show that the
response can be different depending on the nature of the
stimulus.
Changes in expression correlate with PR-induced
changes on chromatin and global reorganization
of intra-TAD interactions
The changes in TAD transcription were accompanied by
coherent changes in the levels of epigenetic marks and
structural chromatin proteins detected at the TAD level
(Fig. 4A). Activated TADs showed relatively increased
levels of active marks (H3K36me2 and H3K4me3), whereas
repressive marks (H3K9me3 and H3K27me3) were accumulated within repressed TADs (Fig. 4A). DNase I sensitivity was increased in activated TADs, suggesting that
those TADs were submitted to an opening of the chromatin fiber and were becoming more permissive for transcription. Conversely, repressed TADs showed increases in
H1 and HP1 levels together with H2A, suggesting that the
chromatin of those TADs was less permissive and more
compact after Pg, as indicated by the higher protection
upon MNase digestion (Fig. 4A). No coherent changes
were observed in nonregulated TADs.
Those changes, consistent with our previous observations made at the gene level (Vicent et al. 2008; Wright
et al. 2012; Ballare et al. 2013), occur during the first
60 min after hormone exposure, are necessary for the
changes in transcription, and could impact on the TAD
structure. We therefore measured the relative Pg-induced
changes of intra-TAD interactions in the different types of
TADs. Strikingly, activated and repressed TADs showed an
opposite redistribution of the interactions emerging from
GENES & DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 3. TADs respond as units to the hormone in a stimulus-specific manner. (A) Heat map of TADs ranked according their average
global changes of expression after 6 h of treatment with Pg (ratio of the sum of sequencing depth-normalized RNA-seq reads per TADs)
in three biological replicates of RNA-seq. The 100 top and bottom TADs were classified as Pg-repressed or Pg-activated TADs.
(B) Distributions of Pg-induced FCs in the expression of protein-coding genes after 6 h of treatment with Pg in the types of TADs classified
above according to the changes detected in the global TAD level. (C) Histograms show the distributions of the percentages of TADs of
each type ([green] activated; [red] repressed; [blue] others) that contains the indicated proportions of genes, with positive FC indicated on
the X-axis. (D) Distributions of Pg-induced FCs of expression for regions that do not contain any annotated protein-coding gene for the
different types of TADs. (E) TADs were ranked according to their global changes of expression upon E2 treatment, and the 100 top and
bottom TADs were classified as E2-activated and E2-repressed, as for Pg. (Bottom) The graphic shows the fractions of TADs with a given
E2 response classified according to their Pg response. (F) Example of a TAD (TAD 821, Chr.6: 151,700,000–152,700,000) with an opposite
response to Pg (orange; same as in Fig. 2E) or E2 (purple). The ratio (log2) of the expression of individual genes obtained after 6 h of
treatment with hormone is represented. (B,D) Box plot whiskers correspond to the fifth and 95th percentiles. (***) P < 0.001 (Bonferronicorrected Mann-Whitney test).

the domain, with the repressed ones more likely to lose
intra-TAD interactions than the rest of the TADs (Fig. 4B).
This correlation between changes in transcriptional activity and relative changes in interaction frequencies was
observed in the two Hi-C data sets (HindIII and NcoI),
supporting their Pg dependence (Supplemental Fig. 7A,B).
Thus, Pg induced changes in the topology of responsive
domains in addition to the changes in chromatin. To assess
whether the activated PR drives these chromatin and
structural modifications, we analyzed the distribution of
PR-binding sites (PRBSs) as determined by ChIP-seq after
5, 30, 60, and 360 min of Pg treatment (Fig. 4C). PRBS
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density at any time point was higher in activated TADs
than in other TADs. At early time points, PRBS density
was also higher in repressed TADs than in nonresponsive
TADs, suggesting that functional binding of PR is the
initial step leading to the chromatin and structural rearrangements of TADs (an example of PRBS density within
responsive TADs is shown in Supplemental Fig. 6D).
Genome-wide, both the number and density of PRBSs per
TAD were correlated with the extent of chromatin remodeling, homogeneity, and strength of the transcriptional
response (Fig. 4D). PR binding within TADs correlates with
the extent of chromatin opening as reflected by DNase I
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Figure 4. Changes in expression correlate with PRinduced changes in chromatin and reorganization of
intra-TAD interactions. (A) Heat map of the median
of the ratio per TAD of normalized ChiP-seq signals
with or without treatment for the different classes of
TADs ([blue] relative Pg-induced decreases; [orange]
Pg-induced increases). (*) Different populations with
P < 0.05 (Bonferroni-corrected Mann-Whitney test).
(B) Distributions of the relative changes for intraTAD interactions after 1 h of treatment with Pg in
the three types of TADs (Z-scores of normalized
intra-TAD interactions +Pg/ Pg). Box plot whiskers
correspond to fifth and 95th percentiles. (***) P <
0.001; (*) P < 0.05 (Bonferroni-corrected MannWhitney test). (C) Distributions of the density (per
megabase) of PR-binding sites (PRBSs) after 5, 30, 60,
and 360 min of treatment with Pg according to the
TAD categories. (*) Different populations with P <
0.05 (Bonferroni-corrected Mann-Whitney test). (D)
Histograms correspond to the Pearson coefficients of
the correlation between the density of PRBSs at
different times per TAD and the parameters listed.
(***) P < 0.001; (**) P < 0.01; (*) P < 0.05.

sensitivity and MNase protection, reflecting its dominant
role in activated TADs. At 5 min, however, PR binding
correlated with H1 loading, reflecting its role in repressed
TADs. In addition, PRBS density also correlated with the
changes in interactions of responsive TADs (Fig. 4D).
To interpret the Pg changes in interactions in terms of
a spatial structure–function relationship, we generated
3D models of 61 genomic regions of the T47D genome
harboring 121 TADs with at least four genes, of which
14 and 28 were classified above as transcriptionally
repressed and activated by Pg, respectively (Supplemental
Table 4). Models were built based on our Hi-C data sets
using the integrative modeling platform (IMP) (Russel
et al. 2012) as previously described (Supplemental Material;
Bau and Marti-Renom 2012). We pooled the normalized
Hi-C data sets obtained with NcoI and HindIII and used
the interaction matrices at a resolution of 20 kb, resulting
in ;50 interacting particles per modeled TAD. To validate the modeling approach, we compared 3D models
obtained for a region of chromosome 1 with the results of
FISH experiments on the same region. We used five fluorescent probes located within the same TAD and/or near the
borders (Supplemental Fig. 7C). As previously described

(Mateos-Langerak et al. 2009), the spatial distances measured in situ and in the models increased with the genomic
distances (Supplemental Fig. 7D,E). Despite scale differences, the distances calculated from the 3D models
correlated with the 3D FISH distances (R = 0.94) (Supplemental Fig. 7C). We built 2000 models for each of the 61
genomic regions and analyzed the top 1000 models (i.e.,
with the lowest IMP objective function).
In many cases, the models obtained after hormone
exposure could not be superimposed on the ones obtained
before treatment (Fig. 5A). Although this variability was
also observed for nonresponsive TADs, up to 88% of the
Pg-responsive TADs showed structural segregation of the
models between conditions, whereas it was the case for
only 63% of the nonresponsive TADs. This suggested
that responsive TADs could be specifically structurally
modified upon hormone exposure (Fig. 5A).
To test whether the structural changes correlated with
changes in transcription, we calculated various structural
parameters from the models (namely, radius of gyration,
accessibility, and chromatin density) (see the Supplemental Material) and correlated the changes of these parameters between conditions to the changes observed on
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Figure 5. Responsive TADs are submitted to distinct structural reorganization upon hormone exposure. (A) Examples of 3D models of
activated, ‘‘other,’’ and repressed TADs. Graphs are the dendrograms of the similarities between the resulting structural clusters of all
models obtained for the TADs before ( Pg; purple) and after (+Pg; orange) treatment. (B) Histograms show the Pearson correlation
coefficients between the Pg-induced changes in the structural parameters derived from the 3D models (density, accessibility, and radius
of gyration) and Pg-induced changes in the levels of the chromatin marks listed as well as other features of the TADs: number of
significantly up-regulated (R+) or down-regulated (R ) genes, percentage of genes with FC > 1 or FC < 1 per TAD, Pg-induced FC
detected at the TAD level (TAD expression FC), number and density of PRBSs per TAD, and Pg-induced changes in intra-TAD
interactions. (**) P < 0.01; (*) P < 0.05. (C) The plot shows the average differences in interactions induced by Pg between loci of a similar
TAD according to the genomic distances that separate them for activated (green), repressed (red), and other TADs (blue). Trend lines for
each type of TAD are represented by the plain colored lines. Dashed colored lines show the average Pg-induced differences of
interactions determined at the whole TAD level. (D) Model of Pg-induced structural reorganization of responsive TADs: Within
activated and repressed TADs, hormone-activated PR bound to chromatin (PRBS) orchestrates distinct reorganization of chromatin in
responsive TADs. Those events are accompanied by opposite reorganizations of the TAD structure.

chromatin and gene expression in the corresponding
TADs. The changes in radius of gyration were generally
negatively correlated with chromatin markers that reflect condensation or transcriptional repression (Fig. 5B),
whereas they correlated positively with increased transcriptional activity, as reflected by H3K36me2 and RNA
polymerase II recruitment. Changes in the density of
chromatin within the models showed the opposite trend
(Fig. 5B). Importantly, those changes in structures were
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also correlated with the amount of responsive genes
harbored by the TADs as well as the number of PRBSs
(Fig. 5B). These observations therefore show that in response to hormones and in conjuction with changes on
chromatin, the structure of the TADs is modified differentially depending on the strength and direction of transcriptional response. Upon Pg treatment, transcriptionally
activated TADs tend to show increases of their radius of
gyration and decreases of their internal chromatin density,
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whereas repressed TADs show the opposite trend, suggesting changes in their degree of compaction. Unexpectedly, in activated TADs, an increase of the radius of
gyration was positively correlated with the relative increase of intra-TAD interactions. To examine whether
those observations were reflecting a specific redistribution of the detected Hi-C interactions, we analyzed the
changes in interaction induced by Pg with respect to the
genomic distance between the interacting loci (Fig. 5C).
This analysis confirmed that, overall, intra-TAD interactions increased in activated TADs as compared with
repressed TADs (Fig. 5C). However, up-regulated TADs
increased their interactions in medium genomic distances (>20 kb up to 200 kb) and decreased their interactions in long genomic distances after hormone
treatment. Conversely, down-regulated TADs decreased
their interactions in medium genomic distances and
increased their interactions in long genomic distances,
whereas no specific local redistribution of interactions
was seen for other TADs (Fig. 5C). A decrease of distant
interactions will result in expanding TADs (up-regulated),
while an increase of such interactions will result in
compacting TADs (down-regulated) in the 3D models.
To analyze the extent of Pg-induced structural changes
for individual TADs, we defined a restructuration index
(sum of changes in internal interactions, radius of gyration, and accessibility minus changes of chromatin density; highest scores reflect the acquisition of a more
decompacted structure). Fifty-five percent of the modeled
activated TADs exhibited a high index, and only 17% had
a low restructuration index. Conversely, only 25% of the
repressed TADs had a high index, suggesting that they
were more prone to compact after hormonal treatment.
To note, 25% of modeled TADs classified as ‘‘others’’
had a high index of structural changes. Interestingly,
those TADs contained a higher percentage of genes
positively affected by the hormone, supporting the relationship between structural and transcriptional
changes. This indicates that responsive TADs are structurally modified upon treatment in divergent ways. In
addition, these observations, together with the changes
in chromatin, suggest that activated TADs get a more
decondensed structure upon treatment, whereas the
repressed TADs become more compacted (Fig. 5D).
Discussion
Large-scale or genome-wide studies of chromosome conformation by 5C (chromosome conformation capture
carbon copy), Hi-C, or TCC (tethered conformation
capture) (Dostie et al. 2006; Lieberman-Aiden et al.
2009; Kalhor et al. 2012) revealed that the mammalian
genome is organized in a hierarchy of structures in which
chromatin globules (Bau et al. 2011) and TADs (Dixon
et al. 2012; Nora et al. 2012) are integrated into chromatin
compartments (Dekker et al. 2013). We found that in the
T47D breast cancer cell line, this high level of genomic
organization is conserved, including the partitioning of
chromosomes into ;1-Mb-sized TADs. Since it has been
proposed that TADs topologically separate chromatin

domains with differential activity during differentiation
(Nora et al. 2012), we hypothesized that it could also
participate in coordinated gene regulation by constraining the nuclear environment of genes in terminally
differentiated cells. The nonrandom organization of genes
along eukaryotic chromosomes is well established and
plays a role in the coordination of gene expression (Caron
et al. 2001). Increasing evidence demonstrates that such
coordination of expression might depend on loopingmediated interactions between regulatory elements and
gene promoters, which could be located far away in the
linear genome sequence (Bau et al. 2011; Sanyal et al.
2012; Jin et al. 2013).
We used the response of a breast cancer cell line to
a progesterone analog (Pg) to explore a possible function
of TADs in hormonal gene regulation. We confirmed that
epigenetic states are more homogeneous within a TAD
and that TAD borders frequently prevent the spreading of
epigenetic features (Dixon et al. 2012; Hou et al. 2012;
Nora et al. 2012; Sexton et al. 2012). Our analysis supports
the concept that TADs represent homogeneous epigenetic domains with distinct permissiveness to transcription. RNA-seq analysis demonstrated that Pg target genes
are nonrandomly located throughout the genome. Not
only are significantly responsive genes enriched in a limited number of TADs, but, more generally, genes differentially affected in response to Pg are frequently segregated
in distinct TADs, which therefore could respond as units
to the treatment. Indeed, we observed that within some
TADs, the majority of the genes were regulated by
hormones in a similar direction and that significant
hormone-responsive genes were frequently found in such
domains.
We also show that changes of gene expression are
accompanied by large-scale chromatin modifications
and structural transitions of the TADs, supporting the
idea that TADs provide a structural base for local
coordination of transient gene expression changes in
differentiated cells. It is tempting to propose that such
a coordinated response depends on the high frequency of
self-interactions within the limited space defined by the
TAD borders. Stimulus-activated enhancers or silencers
would preferentially act on genes located within the same
TAD and would influence coordinately their expression
in a stochastic way. Such a view is in line with observations made for the ER using a ChIA-PET (chromatin
interaction analysis with paired-end tag sequencing)
approach (Fullwood et al. 2009) and is supported by the
fact that in activated TADs, PRBSs are enriched and
correlate with changes in chromatin, redistribution of
Hi-C interactions, and structural differences in our 3D
models. Similarly, early PR binding is higher in repressed
TADs, in conjunction with increased levels of H1 and
HP1 structural proteins and a relative increase in longdistance intra-TAD interactions.
Interestingly, it appears that some TADs could also
respond coordinately to another stimulus (namely, E2)
and that, in some cases, a given TAD could respond in an
opposite direction to the two hormones. Long-range
remodeling of chromatin over megabase-sized domains
GENES & DEVELOPMENT
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has been previously reported in response to steroid hormones (Nye et al. 2002; Garcia-Becerra et al. 2010; Kocanova
et al. 2010). Similarly, epigenetic modifications encompassing large domains of the genome have been described
to participate in gene silencing and, more recently, gene
activation during the process of malignant transformation (Hon et al. 2012). Previous studies on the spatial
organization of glucocorticoid response in murine cells
showed that the hormonal response was facilitated by
a preorganized conformation of the nucleus, particularly
by cell type-specific chromatin sites accessible to regulatory factors (Hakim et al. 2011). We postulate that
the initial organization of TADs could act as topological
constraint for changes in gene expression in response
to external cues. The transient changes of gene expression in differentiated cells would be constrained by the
chromatin state and 3D structure of TADs, which modulates access to genomic sequences for remodeling machineries as well as for specific and general transcription
factors (Yadon et al. 2013). Although similar boundaries
demarcate TADs before and after Pg stimulation, our
analysis demonstrates that the internal organization of
TADs is modified upon hormonal stimulation. Indeed,
TADs appear to restructure internally after Pg induction.
Overall, Pg-induced structural changes were coherently
correlated to the epigenetic modifications of the chromatin landscape detected at the TAD scale. Therefore, our
results indicate the existence of a link between dynamic
structural changes, epigenetic markers, and transcriptional regulation upon transient stimulation in differentiated cells.
Although the molecular mechanisms coordinating the
Pg-induced chromatin changes within TADs remain to be
fully elucidated, our data suggest that the displacement of
H1.2, which has been previously associated with cooperative decondensation of chromatin (Buttinelli et al. 1999;
Routh et al. 2008), could participate in those structural
transitions by making the chromatin fiber more flexible
within activated TADs. As a consequence, TADs activated
upon Pg treatment might acquire a more open conformation that could facilitate the recruitment of general
transcription machinery and/or the engagement of new
regulatory contacts, as suggested by the increase of medium distance interactions. TADs that are transcriptionally repressed upon Pg treatment transition to a more
compacted structure, reflected by the facilitated detection
of long-range interactions; such changes might limit the
accessibility to regulatory proteins. Further analysis with
higher coverage and resolution is required to precisely map
these changes in specific intra-TAD interactions between
regulatory elements and confirm this model (Fig. 5D). Our
preliminary single-cell FISH analysis did not show significant differences between the TAD structures prior to and
after hormone treatment (Supplemental Fig. 7F,G). Highresolution single-cell experiments therefore will be preferred to properly determine the nature of those predicted
structural changes and quantify their frequency of occurrence within the cell population.
In summary, our analysis suggests that specialized
TADs respond coordinately upon transient hormonal
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stimulation. Importantly, an opposite structural reorganization is observed within activated and repressed
TADs. In addition, TADs could respond differentially to
distinct hormones. We thus propose that TADs could be
considered as units of integration of the numerous pathways that are regulated upon environmental changes.
Higher-resolution analysis will be required to determine
the variety of changes in the interactions between promoters and enhancers within individual TADs exhibiting
an opposite response to hormones. Moreover, whether
inter-TAD interactions and nuclear localization modulate
the response of individual TADs will have to be elucidated.
Materials and methods
Cell culture and hormonal stimulation
All experiments (including ChIp-seq, Hi-C, and other highthroughput analyses described in this study) were performed with
the following conditions of culture and treatments: T47D cells
were grown 48 h in RPMI supplemented with 10% charcoaltreated FBS and synchronized in G0/G1 by 16 h of serum
starvation. The Pg analog R5020 or E2 was added to the medium
at 10 8 M, and cells were harvested after the times indicated.
Epigenetic data collection and analysis
MNase-seq (MNase sequencing), DNase I-seq (DNase I sequencing), and ChIP-seq experiments for H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H2A,
H4, RNA polymerase II, PR, H3K9me3, an dHP1g in T47D cells
were described previously (Ballare et al. 2013; Vicent et al. 2013).
ChIP-seq experiments for CTCF, H3K36me2, H3K27me3, H3K14ac,
and H1.2 were performed under similar conditions using the
following antibodies: 07-729 (Millipore), 07-369 (Millipore),
39155 (Active Motif), 07-353 (Millipore), and ab4086 (Abcam),
respectively (the number of reads used in this study are summarized in Supplemental Table 2). Reads were processed by aligning
to the reference human genome (GRCh37/hg19). MNase-seq,
DNase I-seq, and ChIP-seq signals, normalized for sequencing
depth, were summed according to different window sizes (ranging from 100 kb to whole TADs). Summed reads were divided by
the corresponding signal obtained for an input DNA to determine
the normalized signal over input enrichment or depletion.
Similarly, Pg-induced enrichment or depletion of mark content
was determined for 100-kb bins or the whole TAD as the ratio
of sequencing depth-normalized read counts before and after
treatment.
RNA-seq
RNA-seq experiments were performed in T47D treated or not
with 10 8 M R5020 (Pg) for 1 or 6 h or with 10 8 M E2 for 6 h.
Paired-end reads were mapped with the GEM mRNA Mapping
Pipeline (version 1.7) (Marco-Sola et al. 2012) using the latest
GENCODE annotation version (version 18) (the number of
fragments mapped in the four conditions of culture are summarized in Supplemental Table 3; Harrow et al. 2012). Exon
quantifications summarized per gene for expression level determination were obtained as either normalized read counts or
reads per kilobase per million mapped reads (RPKM) using a flux
capacitor (Montgomery et al. 2010). FCs were computed as the
log2 ratio of normalized reads per gene obtained after and before
treatment with hormones. Genes with FC 61.5 (P-value < 0.05;
FDR < 0.01) were considered as significantly regulated.
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Generation of contact matrices and integrative modeling
of spatial contacts
Hi-C libraries were generated from T47D cells treated or not
with R5020 for 60 min according the previously published Hi-C
protocol with minor adaptations (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009).
Libraries were generated independently in both conditions using
HindIII and NcoI restriction enzymes. Hi-C libraries were controlled for quality and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000
sequencer. Illumina HiSeq paired-end reads were processed by
aligning to the reference human genome (GRCh37/hg19) using
BWA. Data sets normalized for sequencing depth and experimental biases were used to generate contact matrices at 20, 40, and
100 kb as well as at 1-Mb resolutions (Imakaev et al. 2012).
Classification of TADs according to their transcriptional
response to Pg
To classify TADs according to their hormone response, we calculated the average ratio of the number of normalized RNA-seq reads
obtained after and before hormone treatment in the RNA-seq
replicates over the whole TAD. TADs containing more than
three protein-coding genes were conserved for further analysis
and ranked according to the average ratio described above. The
top and bottom 100 TADs were classified as ‘‘activated’’ and
‘‘repressed,’’ respectively. To test the homogeneous transcriptional response within the TADs, we calculated the ratio per
TAD using, independently, the RNA-seq reads corresponding to
either only protein-coding genes or noncoding transcripts
detected in the TAD.
3D modeling of genomic domains based on Hi-C data
Hi-C produces two-dimensional matrices that represent the frequency of interactions between loci along the genome. To transform such data into a 3D conformation of higher-order chromatin
folding, we used the IMP (http://www.integrativemodeling.org;
Russel et al. 2012). Structure determination by the IMP can be seen
as an iterative series of four main steps: generating experimental
data, translating the data into spatial restraints, constructing an
ensemble of structures that satisfy these restraints, and analyzing
the ensemble to produce the final structure. All 3D models were
built as previously described (Bau and Marti-Renom 2012).
See the Supplemental Material for further details and additional methods and procedures.
Data access
Data sets used in this study can be accessed at Gene Expression
Omnibus (accession, GSE53463; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
geo/query/acc.cgi?token=kdgbgoucpzurtyh&acc=GSE53463).
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